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AVC and CIO
Larry Conrad

ACIO and Executive Director
Angela Blackstone

Technical Director
Karen Kato

PeopleSoft Development and Integration Manager
Ross Stivison

PeopleSoft and Integration Developers
Syed Ahmed, Joe Friedman, Ken Hensel, Ralph Lieu, Boris Orasov, Marc Pechalis, Frankie Pun, Kaz Senoglu, Rahul Shrivastava, Adriane Williams

Service Design Dir.
Ben Hubbard

Functional Manager
Adrianne Mann

Functional Systems Analysts
Eric Armstrong, Michelle Caruso, Lisa Chang, Fadi Haddad, Andrea Lloyd, Deepthika Nallaparaju, Barbara Sowden, Jake Tracy, Leslie Wills, Richard McGowan

Support Services Dir.
Jane Valentine

Trainers
Katy Maloney
Students: Angelica Kim

Quality Assurance Testers
Janhavi Deshpande, Keerthy Puttagunta

Support Services Dir.
Jane Valentine

Trainers
Katy Maloney
Students: Angelica Kim

Security Analysts
Kamyar Marashi, Kyaw Win
Students: Rochelle Shen, Matt Trinh

Production Support Analysts
Lani Pittman, Linda Sanz, Tamila Williams

Program Office
Annika Barnes, Barbara Mueller
Student: Justin Kirk

Central Evaluation Unit Director
Kristina Deaton
(reports to Student Affairs)

Evaluation Unit Analysts
Hannah Frankel, Tran Ha, Aurelia Long, Diane Lopez, Ken Sisson

Strategic Cross-Divisional Initiatives Manager
Mariana Corzo
(reports to Student Affairs and Undergraduate Education)

Change and Communications
Matthew Jensen-Skinner
Students: Guinivere Amores, Shrey Malhotra, Johannah Perez
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Data and Reporting Lead
Wood Foster-Smith

Data and Reporting Analyst
Ross Nolan

User Experience Developer Lead
Nader Kutub

User Experience Developers
David Cheng, Anne Lyttle, Jason Miller

Headcount 67
SIS Career 44
SIS Contract 4
SIS Student 8
Change and Comms 5
Central Eval Unit 6